Paragraph One – Careers
Think about what you have learned from all of your interviews. Are people born knowing their career path or do they find it along the way in their lives? Do careers happen by mistake?
Career Introduction:
How do some people find their careers?
What are some other ways that people select their careers?
What influences people to select their careers?
What is the best advice people have given about finding a future career?

Paragraph Two – About Me
Exploring your interests, what is your Holland Code? In your introduction, highlight your top three interests.
What do these interests say about you as a person?
Write a general sentence about who you are. Include your age, grade, and some personality traits.

Interest One: ______________________________________________________
Interest Two: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Interest Three: ________________________________________________________________________________________________
Which career choice requires these three interests? Describe why you are well suited for this career.

Paragraph Three – Career Background
Now is the chance to discuss the career you have chosen that matches your interests.
Topic Sentence: Briefly describe your career

Detail Sentence: In order to pursue this career, what education is necessary?
Detail Sentence: What additional training is required?
Detail Sentence: What skills are necessary to perform this job?
Concluding Sentence: What additional requirements are there for this career?
Paragraph Four – Career Knowledge

What have you specifically learned about this career from professionals in the field? Review the answers to your questions that you received via email from your career cluster contact pen pal.

**Topic Sentence:** What do working professionals in your career choice do?

**Detail Sentence:** What additional information did you learn?

**Detail Sentence:** What additional information did you learn?

**Detail Sentence:** What additional information did you learn?

**Concluding Sentence:** Do your skills and characteristics match those of other working professionals in your career field?

Paragraph Five – My Future Career

Planning ahead with the information you have received about your career choice, what decisions and choices will you make? How has this information impacted your future aspirations?

**Topic Sentence:**

**Detail Sentence:** What are your educational goals to prepare for your future career?

**Detail Sentence:** What experience and skills do you hope to develop for your future career?

**Detail Sentence:** What advice do you hope to follow to prepare for your future career?

**WOW Sentence:** Explain your passion to be great at your future career!